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KURENTOVANJE
THE MASKED RITE OF SPRING
Every year, since 1960, for 10 days during the month of
February, the town of Ptuj, which is the oldest town in
Slovenia and situated in the Northeast, plays host to over
150,000 visitors each year during its famous carnival,
Kurentovanje, also known as pust. This is the biggest
cultural-ethnographic event in Slovenia, featuring over
10,000 costumes from 10 different countries.
The name comes from the festival’s central figure, the
Kurent, who in earlier times was believed to have the
power to chase away winter and usher in spring, along
with bringing good luck and a good harvest of crops for the
upcoming year. The origins of the Kurent and
Kurentovanje festivities are obscure, and may have come
from earlier Slavic, Celtic, or Illyrian customs.
The Kurent wears a massive sheepskin garment.
Around its waist hangs a chain with huge cow bells; the
resulting noise does a great job of “chasing away winter,”
which is the main purpose of the Kurant. He also wears
red or green wool socks and black boots.
The creation of the Kurent mask is a major folk art in
Slovenia, although there are now only two masters of
Kurent masks left – Master Klinc from Spuhlja and
Master Zelenik from Markovci. The mask is made of
leather, with two holes cut out for the eyes and a hole cut
out for the mouth. The holes are highlighted with red
paint. A trunk-like nose is attached along with whiskers
made of twigs and teeth made of white beans. The final
touch is a long, red tongue.
Should you happen to be in Ptuj during this carnival,
it will be an event you will never forget!

The Kurent wears a sheepskin coat and a chain
belt with cowbells attached around his waist.
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Happy Spring in Wisconsin!
Over the years of writing and editing articles for various ethnic publications, I have always made sarcastic
comments about writers of various articles who ALWAYS insist on opening their essays by commenting on
the weather. However, I am chagrined that southeastern Wisconsin weather brought temps today in the
upper 20s, enough snow to shovel, and my weather app on my phone indicates that it’s sunny and in the 60s
in Slovenia. I bet the trees are blossoming and their crocuses and tulips may already be wilting in the warmer
weather.
But despite my boring comments on the weather, please take note of exciting, new, and not-so-boring
events that the UWM Slovenian Arts Council is considering for the upcoming months. With this edition, we
are attempting to keep everyone informed of our activities on a more frequent basis.
On behalf of the Slovenian Arts Council, the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee (UWM) Peck School of
the Arts, and the UWM Foundation-Ermenc Slovenian Arts Fund, I wish to thank all our donors to this
Fund for helping to support and to continue our activities and scholarship program.
Frank Ermenc was a Slovenian funeral director in Milwaukee, proprietor of the Ermenc Funeral Home
located on the southside. Because of Frank’s interest in Slovenian music, literature, and culture, his wife,
Mary, established the Frank and Mary Ermenc Memorial Fund for the purpose of supporting and expanding
the Slovenian Music Collection housed in the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Golda Meir Library. In
addition, the Ermenc Slovenian Arts Fund was established for the UWM Peck School of the Arts relating to
Slovenian arts programs. The Slovenian Arts Council is the community council responsible for planning and
implementing programs featuring music, dance, lectures, films, and scholarship assistance, operating under
the auspices of the UWM Peck School of the Arts.
Christina M. Carroll
UWM SAC President

Najlepša hvala!
Thank you for your generous donations.
Robert Alpner, Katherine Baraga, Leonard Baraga, Robert & Denise Bartlett, Frank Bevsek, Jr.,
Richard Blaha, Marilyn Brilla, Janet & John Cerar, Albert & Patricia Chandek, Olga Eckstein,
Therese & Randy Fischer, Mary Cay Freiberg, Sondra & Franc Gamzer, Katherine Gorton,
Alfred Jelinek, Sr., Josephine Janezic, Ellen Marciniak, Dominic Marinello, Frank Markelc,
Ivanka & Stanley Markun, Ljudmila Mursec, James Pouros, Judith Price, Jennie Reese,
Nancy Reese, Frances Remshak, Mark & Vicky Schneider, Matilda Simcic, Jackie Smith,
Amalie & Robert Smole, John & Loretta Uhr, Connie & Ed Vidmar, Josephine Vidmar,
Antonia Vodnik, Patricia Wilke, and CFU/Sloga Lodge 199
If you would like to donate to the UWM Slovenian Arts Program, please send your
tax deductible donation directly to:
UWM Foundation
1449 East North Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53202
Make your check payable to: UWM Foundation-Slovenian Arts Program. Be sure to write
Slovenian Arts Program in the memo line.
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What is a BUTARA?

A butara is a bundle of greenery in one form or another taken to
church on Palm Sunday or Cvetna Nedelja, representing the memory of
palm tree branches that were cast under Christ’s feet as he entered the
city of Jerusalem. The bundles of greenery may contain juniper,
cypress, or ivy greenery with colored shavings of wood or ribbon folded
artfully around the greenery. The colors are diverse, but originally
they were the colors of the Slovenian flag. Ljubljanske butarice, are the
most popular and sold at flower and food markets in Ljubljana.
In the old days, village boys would have a contest to see who would
make the biggest butara. Since the Independence of Slovenia in 1991,
there has been a revived interest in making butare. Special workshops have been
organized to teach people how to make these beautiful creations.
This past Palm Sunday many proud Slovenians gathered at St. Johns the Evangelist
Church to carry in procession their butare wearing their narodna nosas or a red carnation
signifying their Slovenian heritage. For over 100 years there has been Slovenian music at
one of the Sunday Masses. Director, Mici Bregant, has been instrumental in keeping alive
the Slovenian hymns for 35 years, taking over after the death of Mr. Ernest Majhenic.
Palm Sunday marked the end of hearing these beautiful Slovenian songs at St. Johns.
Fr. Michael Merkt acknowledged and thanked Mici and the choir members for their many
years of dedication, to which the congregation extended their appreciation with applause.
Our sincerest thanks to all who made our liturgies more joyful through Slovenian song.
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YEAR OF IVAN CANKAR (1876-1918)
(Reprinted from the Kongres Magazine)
2018 marks 100 years since the passing of Ivan Cankar, one of the most
celebrated Slovenian artists. As a writer, playwright and poet, Cankar was
a giant of Slovenian written word and a pioneer of modernism in Slovene
literature. He was the first Slovenian professional writer, something which
in his day was not exactly a respected occupation. Above all, he was and
still is regarded as a fascinating, engaged, and intriguing author, with an
exceptional clarity of spirit and an immeasurable sensitivity to ethical matters.
To honor the centenary of his passing, a year-round program entitled “Festival Cankar
on Cankar” will be held. The festival will be at the City Museum of Ljubljana and will
chronicle the writer’s life and times, along with an exhibition at the Canker Dom Gallery
focusing on the philosophical and literary influences of Cankar’s work. An eventful year
honoring the life and work of Ivan Cankar is ahead also in his hometown of Vrhnika,
which is 12 miles from Ljubljana.
To this day, Cankar's writing is regarded as one of the finest examples of Slovene style.
His influence as a novelist has faded since the 1960s, but his plays are still among the
most popular pieces in Slovene theaters. Numerous streets, squares, public buildings, and
institutions have been named after Cankar. Since the 1980s, Slovenia's largest congress
center, Cankar Hall in Ljubljana, has displayed his name. Between June 1994 and
January 2007, Cankar was portrayed on the 10,000 Slovenian tolar bill.

Thanks to all the brave souls challenging the cold weather and questionable snow
predications who attended the Slovenian Potpourri, the Slovenian Arts Council Prešeren
sponsored event, at the West Allis Public Library on Saturday, February 3, 2018. This
program was originally presented as a part of the Clement Manor lecture series where the
audience was predominately non-Slovenian. We somewhat tweaked the program for an
audience who had some Slovenian ancestry. Descendents of parents and grandparents
responded enthusiastically to learning a little bit more about all of Slovenia. We can better
appreciate how our ancestors lived for so many years where others determined how they
lived their lives. As a minority and marginal group, the Slovenes maintained their own
language, customs, and traditions and finally achieved Prešeren’s dream of a free and
independent nation in 1991. We were delighted to have presented this program.

There's love in
Slovenia and love
in every Slovene!

Prešeren Square, Ljubljana

Dolores and Helen
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Welcome to Bohinj and the
Triglav National Park!
Imagine a place under the sky, where the sun
warms and a gentle wind lightly cools your back and
face. Sometimes the clouds travel above you and
sometimes you are above them. Silence is all around.
And then everything changes. A farmer mows grass
and chops wood; children joyfully play. Pine trees
move gently in the wind, marmots whistle, ibex and
chamois tramp along the hillside. This is the world
underneath Triglav mountain. The Alpine background
constantly changes, and offers new timeless views.
There is not only one perfect scene for photographs, there are numerous scenes every second.
And then only one sun ray, one cloud in the sky, one breeze, and one step forward changes
everything. Here the best photos are created by memories. This is Lake Bohinj.
This year Slovenia celebrates 240 years since the first recorded climb to Mt. Triglav, the
highest mountain in the Julian Alps. In the past, the mountains were sacred and considered
unclimbable, wrapped in the mystical world of legends and mythology. Today, we can meet
numerous mountaineers who come from all over the world, on more than
400 km of well preserved hiking and mountaineering trails in Bohinj. But
this piece of the European Alps still belongs to the Kingdom of the Gold
Horn. There are 7,000 animal species and 1,600 plant species present in this
UNESCO biosphere reservation of the Triglav National Park that protects
the cohabitation of nature and man. Bohinj is committed to preserving the
environment, biodiversity, and the traditional way of life. This year, Lonely
Planet Magazine, ranked the Julian Alps among the 10 best
European destinations. The Triglav National Park is the oldest, greatest
and only national park in Slovenia. Bohinj is at the heart of it!

Save the Date:
Saturday, June 23, 2018 7:00 p.m.
UWM Recital Hall — 2400 East Kenwood Blvd.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

“Loves Without Home”
a poetic performance with dance and music
presented by Dancing Lights
featuring author Dragica Čarna

Non-Profit

UWM Foundation
Slovenian Arts Program

Organization

1440 East North Avenue
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Websites to keep you informed:
www.slovenianartsprogram.org
MISSION STATEMENT

www.funoleers.org

The purpose of the
Slovenian Arts Council, in
collaboration with the
UWM Peck School of the
Arts, is to plan and
implement programs of
Slovenian arts, artifacts,
dance, literature, music,
and theatre that
promote the fine arts.

www.sua43.org
www.slovenianunion.org
www.triglavpark.com
Folk Art by
Slovenian
painter,
Maksim Gaspari

www.wisconsinpolkaboosters.com
www.washington.embassy.si

